Directions to Check Available Space

It is IMPERATIVE that your iPad have a minimum of 2 GB of available space at all times.

How to check for available storage space

1. Tap open the SETTINGS app.
2. Select GENERAL on the left
3. Select ABOUT on the right side of the screen.
4. Look mid-way down the list for the available storage.

- If it is 2 GB or higher, you need to do nothing else.
- If it is less that 2 GB, you it is important that you complete the following 3 procedures:

A. DELETE APPS that you no longer need:
   1. Select the home screen button.
   2. Hold and press on any app. The apps will begin to shake.
   3. Any app with a small X in the top left corner can be deleted by selecting that X.

B. DELETE PHOTOS that you no longer need:
1. Tap open the Photos app.

2. Select ALBUMS at bottom of the screen.

3. Choose an Album and then tap on the word SELECT on top right.

4. Tap all pictures that you wish to delete and select the image of the trash can.

5. You will get a message “Delete X number of Photos”. Select that message.

6. Do this with all albums. Selecting all images you wish to delete.

7. Select ALBUMS at the bottom of the page.

8. Choose the Trash Can Album, then choose SELECT on top right corner.

9. Finally choose DELETE ALL and select the message that pops up stating “DELETE X Items” This will remove all images from your trash can.

C. DELETE MESSAGES that you no longer need.

10. Tap open the Message app

11. Select the word EDIT on the top left.

12. Select the circle next to each message you no longer need.

13. Select DELETE on the bottom of the page.

D. Finally RESTART your computer

14. Hold down the POWER BUTTON until you see “Slide to Power Off”

15. Slide to turn off iPad.

16. Turn the iPad back on by holding down the Power Button.